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 brent m. s. campney
 “This Negro Elephant is Getting to be a 
Pretty Large Sized Animal”
White Hostility against Blacks in Indiana and the 
Historiography of Racist Violence in the Midwest
“A gentleman just from below,” the Crisis of Columbus, Ohio, reported in 
1862, “says that a few days ago a large number of freed negroes were on the 
Kentucky side of the Ohio, trying to cross over into Indiana, when a regi-
ment of Indiana Union soldiers was about to fi re on them if they attempted 
to cross, threatening to kill every one of them, [and] declaring that they 
did not enlist in the war to fi ll their State with free negroes. There was very 
great excitement, and it was not safe for any white man to interfere on be-
half of the negroes.” As the actions of these soldiers suggest, white Indian-
ans were becoming increasingly bitter over the growing number of black 
fugitives fl eeing into their state during the American Civil War. In an oddly 
evocative phrase, the Crisis captured their concern: “This negro elephant is 
getting to be a pretty large sized animal.”1
Few scholars have explored the response of white Indianans to the in-
fl ux of blacks from the South and their concentration within the state 
during the Civil War initially and Reconstruction thereafter. This article 
seeks to augment that study. First, it examines white efforts to subordinate 
blacks, drawing attention to the surges of racist violence which marked 
both the beginning and the end of this period. Second, it explores some 
of the motivations for this violence but focuses on the overtly political na-
ture of it during the so- called Exodus of 1879– 1880 when a large number of 
southern black migrants entered the state. Third, it analyzes the geograph-
ical patterns associated with this violence and their signifi cance. Finally, 
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it assesses the implications of the violence in Indiana for the subsequent 
history of the state itself and contextualizes this violence within the histo-
riography of racist violence in the larger Midwest. Before proceeding, how-
ever, the article briefl y addresses the nature of white— black race relations 
in Indiana prior to the Civil War.
From the earliest days of white settlement, most white Indianans mani-
fested a strong disdain for slavery— not out of humanitarian concern for 
blacks but out of personal self- interest. Many early Indiana settlers were 
white “upland southerners who had not been slaveholders [in their states 
of origin] but who had witnessed the expansion of slavery from the low-
land into the upland South,” according to geographer Gregory S. Rose. 
“They had experienced the deleterious impact of cheaper slave labor on the 
value and competitiveness of the products of their own free labor and had 
migrated to Indiana in part to escape the economic effects of slavery.”2
Although they opposed slavery, these whites also vigorously opposed an 
infl ux of free blacks into the state and exhibited a fi erce determination to 
prevent such an outcome. “Most Indianans regarded slavery as a violation 
of the laws of God and man,” historian James H. Madison summarized. 
“But few whites in pioneer Indiana believed in the equality of the races 
or made efforts to improve the unfortunate lot of many black Americans, 
slave or free.” In the 1820s a traveler marveled that Indiana, like its sister 
state of Illinois, possessed “a most unparalleled prejudice” against blacks. 
In 1850, an Indianan demonstrated that the prejudice had become even 
more virulent, declaring that “it would be better to kill them [blacks] off 
at once, if there is no other way to get rid of them.” Seven years later, the 
Evansville Daily Enquirer expressed a common view. “If we had our own way 
there should not be one [Negro] tolerated any place except in Canada or in 
a slave State; we would not tolerate one in the State of Indiana. Out of slav-
ery a negro is a nuisance.”3
Contemporary politicians enshrined these prejudices into the law. In 
1818 legislators prohibited blacks from testifying in court; thirteen years 
later, they required newly arrived blacks “to post a bond of fi ve hundred 
dollars as security against becoming public charges.” In addition, dele-
gates to the constitutional conventions in both 1816 and 1851 prohibited 
blacks from voting. Lawmakers also outlawed interracial marriage, fear-
ing that the unlimited immigration of free blacks would result in sexual 
relations between black men and white women, spawning a substantial 
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number of racially mixed children and challenging white male control over 
these two subordinate groups.4
By limiting the size of the black population, whites hoped to prevent 
labor competition. Historian Eugene H. Berwanger speculated that one 
of the principal reasons for the “increase in racial enmity” in the mid- 
nineteenth century was the “economic rivalry between unskilled Negro 
and white laborers in Midwestern urban areas.”5 At the Indiana Constitu-
tional Convention in 1851, delegates debated a measure to exclude blacks 
from the state altogether. During this debate many “spread alarms about 
hordes of blacks poised to enter Indiana from the slave states.” One del-
egate warned: “We know that when we are overrun with them— as we most 
assuredly will be unless we adopt some stringent measures to prevent it— 
there will be commenced a war which will end only in extermination of one 
race or the other.” Eventually, the delegates approved by a decisive vote “Ar-
ticle XIII, declaring that ‘No Negro or mulatto shall come into or settle in 
the State.’” They also decided to submit this provision to the voters who 
enthusiastically embraced it by a vote of 113,828 to 21,873.6
While politicians expressed their racism largely through rhetoric and 
legislation, ordinary white Indianans expressed their animosity through 
acts of violence. In Indianapolis, a mob lynched John Tucker in 1845 amid 
concerns about a swelling black population in the capital. “The poor fel-
low was murdered by a gang of drunken ruffi ans, in the presence of two 
hundred people— multitudinous voices exclaiming at the time, ‘Kill the d— 
— d nigger, kill him.’ They beat him after he was dead. And as he lay with the 
blood bubbling round him, the cry arose for more blood. ‘The niggers are 
gitting [sic] too cursed thick, and they ought to be thinned out.’”7 Another 
mob employed a harsh but non- lethal act of violence in 1850. “Linch [sic] 
law was administered to a couple of negroes in Jeffersonville, Ind., on 
Wednesday,” reported the Cincinnati Enquirer. “They were tied to a post and 
whipped.”8 As the reference to “linch law” suggests, Indianans, like Amer-
icans more generally, used the term “lynching” to connote both lethal and 
non- lethal mob violence until the Civil War and Reconstruction periods 
when it increasingly came to connote the lethal variety.9
Although whites exercised considerable control, the freed people were 
not reticent about defending themselves. Taking up arms, they made at-
tackers suffer mightily on occasion. In 1840, white men in Clarksville 
“went to the negro huts in search of [a] black man” accused of assaulting a 
white man, reported the Louisville Advertiser. If they assumed that the blacks 
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would cower before them, mob members soon found out otherwise.
 “[A] negro brought a gun and fi red it among the assailants, killing [Rufus] 
Cunningham and wounding two others.”10 In 1857, whites in Union Town-
ship, Vanderburgh County, organized an assault against a black family— 
but learned a painful lesson instead. “The negroes had been apprised of 
a contemplated attack,” reported the Evansville Enquirer, “and had armed 
themselves with guns and knives, and in the fi ght the whites were badly 
worsted. . . . The negroes defended themselves nobly and the would- be 
murderers of negroes, became vanquished by negroes, and we repeat, they 
were rightly served.”11
Given the history of racism in Indiana before the Civil War, it is not sur-
prising that whites there responded defensively once the sectional hostilities 
signifi cantly increased the number of blacks fl eeing the slave states for the 
relative safety of the Hoosier State. Concerned that they were being “overrun,” 
as they had long feared, they determined to “adopt some stringent measures 
to prevent it.” In 1862, white men and youths undertook a race riot in New 
Albany, beating or shooting any black victims that they happened upon as 
they marauded through town, killing at least one. In addition, the rioters 
temporarily ridded the town of its entire black population.12
As the war ended in April 1865, more black fugitives headed north. “The 
free negroes are rapidly leaving Kentucky and are swarming into . . . Indi-
ana,” one observer worried in July. “The Indiana . . . papers are complain-
ing of the vast number of negroes pouring [in],” reported another. “Ev-
ery train and boat . . . brings large re- inforcements [sic] of these swarthy 
blacks, who, in a few months will become a burden to the tax- payers and a 
pest to the communities upon which they force themselves.” Between 1860 
and 1870, blacks in Indiana increased from 11,428 to 24,560. A hostile con-
temporary mused that the blacks were “led to believe, if they come north, 
[that] they will fi nd freedom, easy times, plenty of employment, and social 
and political equality.” With well- founded skepticism, he predicted that 
“they will be sadly disappointed.”13
In the summer of 1865, whites expressed their hostility in a series of 
incidents along the Ohio River, the area most immediately affected by the 
black migration. In Evansville they smashed into the jail, took out two 
black men and, “after beating them to death, shot them, and then hung 
them up to lamp posts.” At that point, rioters sent “the negroes of that 
town . . . fl eeing from it in all directions,” reported an observer. “Nothing 
but the complete riddance of that city of negroes will satisfy those engaged 
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in the riotous demonstrations.”14 The lynching, declared the Jasper Weekly 
Courier, “is one of the fruits of letting the much loved ‘freedmen’ of the 
South settle in the State, and those localities which permit it may expect 
more of such occurrences.” The Vincennes Sun declared that the Evansville 
violence constituted “a warning to niggers in this part of the State [to] keep 
their place, and keep it well, or they will be exterminated.”15
To the east, whites dislodged blacks from Boonville. “The darkies from 
Kentucky are pouring into this portion of Indiana, and our population is 
becoming considerably mixed,” worried the Boonville Enquirer. Confronted 
by a signifi cantly different demographic reality than the one they had left, 
returning veterans took action. Initially, they expelled only “several ne-
groes.” Weeks later, according to the Vincennes Sun, they expanded their op-
erations, ordering “all the negroes in that town . . . to leave.” Ominously, 
the newspaper then added that “the returned soldiers . . . propose, if the 
negroes do not heed the warning given them, to proceed in a forcible and 
illegal manner to eject this class.”16
Still further east in New Albany, “two negroes were sawing wood in the 
alley next to the school yard, and some boys had for some cause, seen fi t 
to ‘rock’ them.” When one “returned the fi re,” injuring a white man, “the 
negro was beaten by some white men or boys, who endeavored to balance 
the account in that way.”17 In Jeffersonville, “the feeling of the citizens, as 
well [as] white soldiers, against the negro regiment stationed there[,] is 
intense.” An unknown vigilante (or vigilantes) expressed his “feeling” by 
bayonetting a black soldier, leaving the “gun sticking in his body, the bayo-
net extending through the body into the ground.” The next day, unknown 
parties murdered another black soldier, leaving his body on the road.18
With their brutality in 1865, white Indianans established a template 
that they would follow at a lower intensity throughout Reconstruction. 
“The unterrifi ed in old Martin [County] are at work,” reported an observer 
when whites there mobilized in 1866. “Flaming handbills are posted,” the 
Cincinnati Daily Gazette noted, “at every X roads in the county, notifying the 
‘faithful’ who may think ‘themselves as good, or better than the nigger,’ to 
come to the Court House” for a mass meeting.19 In 1867, a mob hanged 
Bob O’Neal near Seymour. “He was formerly a slave in Kentucky,” the Sey-
mour Times reported. “He served faithfully in the Union army. He was hung 
merely because he was a nigger.”20 On the Fourth of July 1868, James Janes 
killed a black man in Eureka and then “proceeded to the grove where the 
picnic was being held, got upon a bench, [and] told the people what he 
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had done.” Boasting of his deed, he declared “that all negroes ought to be 
killed, and that now was as good a time as any to commence operations in 
that line.”21 A jury in Indianapolis took a similar position when it acquitted 
George Davidson, who killed a black man “almost without provocation” in 
1869. “The only cause [for the acquittal] is that Davidson has friends and 
money, and is a white man.”22
In the 1870s whites perpetrated several exceptionally gruesome ex-
hibitions. In one example in 1871 a mob took three black men from the 
Charlestown jail to the woods, stripping one and applying torches “to his 
naked body until it was burned to a crisp in many places.” Having extracted 
what it deemed a confession, it hanged the men amid their pleas for mercy. 
“It was a ghastly sight,” the New Albany Daily Standard lamented, “to see the 
ugly carcasses of the three murdered negroes dangling from the limbs of 
the trees, but it was a more disgusting sight to witness the rude boys of the 
town hanging like vultures over their lifeless remains and then indulging 
in remarks unbecoming barbarians.”23
In a second example, whites slaughtered blacks indiscriminately in an 
April 1878 race riot in Coal Creek. They killed an elderly man and then 
“moved through the streets shooting negroes on sight, killing two more 
and mortally wounding another.” They then pursued a campaign of terror 
for the next two months, culminating in June with a second disturbance 
that claimed the life of another black man. When whites claimed that the 
blacks were “blood- thirsty and terrorize[d] them,” a reporter for the India-
napolis News mocked their charge. “What I saw was that the way the ne-
groes terrorized the town was by running off to Covington and by sleeping 
in the woods at night, instead of [in] their houses; and that the way [that] 
the whites were afraid of them was by staying in town and drinking.” An 
elderly black woman told him that she had not had a “good sleep . . . since 
last April.” The reporter painted a vivid scene. “About 50 negroes, men and 
women, went down with us from Covington, whence they had fl ed, and 
our march up the hill looked like a march in the south during the war, with 
the refugees bringing up the rear.”24
In a third example, a mob unleashed “Anarchy in Posey [County]” in 
1878 when it raided the jail in Mount Vernon. “Four strapping negroes 
were led out, bound, and with ropes round their necks,” reported the India-
napolis Journal. “Ropes were thrown over limbs, and four beings were hung 
at once.” As white townspeople massed beneath the swinging corpses, 
they learned the grisly fate of a fi fth man, killed by a few mob members in-
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side the jail. “He was literally chopped to pieces and the fl esh thrown into 
a privy in pieces.” To say the least, the Journal observed, “Mt. Vernon has 
been in the wildest state of excitement.”25
Blacks continued to defend themselves by any means necessary. In Jef-
fersonville, black soldiers retaliated against their aggressors. In nasty in-
terracial clashes in 1865, they killed at least two white men. At the inquest 
for one of these dead men, the coroner’s jury articulated the level of white 
anger over the losses that they had sustained in their campaign for racial 
dominance, rendering “a verdict that the deceased came to his death from 
the effects of a gun- shot wound, infl icted by a d— — d black s— — n of a 
b— — h (verbatim).”26 The press followed suit, sympathizing with whites 
and assassinating the character of blacks with vague but menacing asser-
tions: “the feeling of the white soldiers and citizens is said to be intense 
against the negro regiment quartered there. Murders of the most diaboli-
cal character are charged to have been committed by the negro soldiers.”27
In late 1879 and throughout 1880, an estimated two thousand black 
North Carolinians migrated to Indiana as part of the so- called Exodus, a 
movement of thousands of blacks from the South to Kansas and, to a lesser 
degree, to the Hoosier State. According to historian William Cohen, “In 
1870, there were 1,354 blacks who had been born in North Carolina living 
in Indiana. In 1880 . . . the number rose to 3,167.”28 Although the num-
ber of blacks arriving in Indiana was considerably smaller than the num-
ber that reached Kansas, the Indiana press sensationalized the Exodus 
and persuaded fearful whites that they would be overwhelmed. An Illinois 
newspaper remarked that “mob law . . . is threatened in Indiana, if the ne-
gro exodus continues in that direction.”29
As they had in 1865, white Indianans did respond with “mob law.” 
In some cases, they acted before the black newcomers set foot in town. 
Learning that a trainload of blacks from North Carolina was en route for 
Shelbyville in 1879, a large crowd descended upon the railroad depot “with 
the declared intention of preventing any negroes from getting off here. It 
is said they fi lled their pockets with stones and threatened to use violence 
against the emigrants if [they] landed.” When the train arrived, the crowd 
surrounded it and “noisily informed the darkies that they must move fur-
ther on. It seems they were all ticketed through to Indianapolis, and none 
of them intended to stop here, otherwise there can be little doubt that there 
would have been mob violence.”30
Throughout 1880, mobs terrorized blacks with sometimes sustained at-
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tacks. One in Shelbyville engaged in a “Negro Hunt,” pursuing a fugitive 
who, evidence suggests, was guilty of nothing more than quarreling with a 
white neighbor. Soon, it captured him. “The fellow was badly scared, and 
looked worn out and weary. He had been shot once in the thigh of the left 
leg, the ball being still embedded. The ball entered in front, showing that 
he was facing the person who did the shooting.”31 In Brazil, white miners 
raided the jail and seized a black prisoner. “The miners had made the am-
plest arrangements for lynching,” the Indianapolis Journal explained. “About 
2 o’clock yesterday morning, when the citizens of our quiet little city were in 
the midst of their slumbers,” an observer recalled, “Judge Lynch convened 
his supreme tribunal at our County Jail impaneling about 120 jurors, who, 
with cold- chisels and sledge- hammers, cut the locks and doors of the jail 
asunder, and took therefrom George Scott, a saddle colored negro . . . and 
conveyed him to a beech tree, 200 yards away and hung him to a limb.”32
Presumably, fewer Exodusters went to Indiana— and many of those who 
did soon left— in part because of hostility of this sort. “The fi gures sug-
gest that after the migration of 1880 many migrants returned home or went 
elsewhere and that migration from North Carolina slowed to a crawl,” Co-
hen affi rmed. “Had conditions in Indiana been . . . attractive to blacks,” 
that “would not have happened and the statistics would have been quite 
different.”33 A southern newspaper came to a similar conclusion early in 
1880 when it reported the views of a black woman attempting to return to 
North Carolina after her disillusioning experience in the Hoosier State. “In 
reply to an inquiry as to how the emigrants were treated, she said that they 
were treated like dogs,” reported Virginia’s Alexandria Gazette. “The emi-
grants cannot procure work, and are dying from cold and starvation.”34
Whites had various motivations for their use of violence, several of 
which were, as already noted, evident before the Civil War. They had, for 
example, long feared interracial sexuality and now sought to prevent it. 
Signifi cantly, however, they often framed it not as a consensual union be-
tween black men and white women but as an act of rape. In fact, they made 
this claim in fi ve lynchings involving ten victims between 1865 and 1880. A 
quarter of a century after the lynching of the two alleged rapists in Evans-
ville, a local historian hinted that this charge had been mere pretext, writ-
ing of “the hanging of two colored men to a lamp post, near the court- 
house, by a mob, for an alleged offense of which one of them at least was, 
after his death, admitted to have been innocent by his accuser.”35
Because discrimination effectively locked blacks out of the industrial 
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sector, whites did not feel compelled to use violence against black labor as 
much as they had anticipated in the 1840s and 1850s. Nonetheless, they did 
respond violently in the mining districts when executives imported black 
“scabs” to crush strikes. Unable to lash out at their oppressive managers, 
white miners vented their fury instead at “scabs” even more exploited than 
themselves. “A diffi culty occurred with the negro imported laborers from 
Virginia,” a reporter from Knightsville attested in 1873. “The affair gave 
impetus to the embittered feeling of the miners and puddlers here who are 
on a strike, and soon the whole town was engaged in the general melee.” 
Led by women, a mob “assembled armed around the premises in front of 
the negro boarding house, and commenced an attack with stones and oth-
er missiles.”36 The rioters who killed three blacks in Coal Creek in April of 
1878 were members of “a militia company composed of miners” who had 
been involved in a strike there the year before. Recalling that the miners 
had lost that earlier strike, the Daily Inter- Ocean concluded that the subse-
quent riot represented the release of “all the pent- up passions of hatred 
and revenge which had smoldered for half a year.”37
At the time of the Exodus, white Indianans had another reason to at-
tack blacks. Prior to that migration, Democrats and Republicans enjoyed 
roughly comparable electoral strength in Indiana. For partisan purposes, 
therefore, both parties targeted in different ways the Exodusters, who were 
arriving in search of freedom and opportunity in a northern state. Not sur-
prisingly, the Democrats feared that the black newcomers, likely to be Re-
publican in their political allegiance, could hand victory to the gop in the 
1880 elections. They also charged— correctly— that the Republicans were 
trying to exploit the Exodus for electoral advantage. “The original [black] 
impulse toward colonization,” Cohen argued, “was distorted into a politi-
cally manufactured migration whose sole purpose [from the perspective of 
these cynical gop operatives] was to strengthen the Republican party in 
the election of 1880.” He continued: “Indiana had gone Democratic by a 
narrow margin in 1876, and three years later it seemed possible that the 
in- migration of a few thousand Republican voters might tilt the state in the 
opposite direction.”38
To minimize the possibility of such a “tilt,” white Democrats under-
took a campaign of violence against the Exodusters (and blacks generally) 
in the lead up to the 1880 election. In June, those in Bartholomew County 
declared that “no dam niggers” could “lay around here . . . and vote the 
republican ticket, the exa dust hed quarters [sic] must be abolished.” In Au-
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gust, they followed through on their threats, attacking the home of a black 
resident, threatening to hang him, and ordering him to leave town. They 
also advertised their intention “to ‘clean out all the g– d d– –n niggers in 
the county before the election.’”39 An observer— and Republican partisan, 
of course— noted that “‘the niggers must go’ is the war cry of the Demo-
crats in certain parts of Indiana.”40 When Democrats learned that some un-
known blacks had been spotted in Shelbyville in September, they warned 
that “little doubt is entertained that these ‘coons’ are a portion of the Re-
publican army of occupation which is at present settling down on Indiana 
in dark clouds preparatory to the [November] election. But it will not be 
healthy for any unacclimated [sic] negroes to vote here.”41
Democrats articulated their concerns in spectacular fashion in Rock-
port in October. Following a Democratic rally, revelers- turned- rioters at-
tacked blacks in the vicinity, shouting “Kill them, kill them” and unleash-
ing “a cloud of brick- bats” against their fl eeing quarries. After beating 
a handful of victims, the mob focused on Uriah Webb, pelting him with 
brickbats and chasing him along the sidewalk. As Webb broke away and 
darted into the street, a rioter drew a pistol and fi red twice. According 
to the Rockport Journal— an ardently Republican newspaper, it should be 
noted— Democratic rioters crowded around the dying black man and ex-
plicitly mingled their political and antiblack objectives: “One fellow cried 
out: ‘One vote less’; others lifted their caps and hurrahed for [Democratic 
presidential candidate Winfi eld S.] Hancock.”42
White Indianans practiced racist violence most commonly in the south-
ernmost counties along the Ohio River where many of the state’s blacks 
concentrated. The Louisville Democrat recognized this during the bloody 
outbreak of 1865. “Within the past two months,” the paper asserted, vio-
lence “in the border counties of Kentucky and Indiana [has] been of fre-
quent occurrence, and so intense has been the feelings of the [white] citi-
zens against this class of persons [blacks], that many of them have been 
compelled to leave their houses to escape summary punishment, for if they 
had been captured they would no doubt have been hung on the fi rst tree.”43 
This area of the state was also the one most heavily settled by white south-
erners. However, as illustrated below, this fact is not evidence that white 
Indianans of southern descent were more racist than their counterparts of 
northern descent, even if that might initially appear to be the case.44
Elsewhere in the state, whites commonly resorted to violence when 
“provoked”— most commonly by the arrival of a small number of blacks. 
Map 1. This map indicates the distribution of both the incidents of racist violence which were 
referenced in the text and the jurisdictions which were identifi ed as likely sundown commu-
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In 1867, whites in Pierceton demonstrated this when they interpreted the 
arrival of a handful of blacks as an effort to achieve “the Africanization of 
this [Kosciusko] county.” When policemen arrested a black man for an 
alleged felony, “he was brought back to Pierceton, where he was met by 
an excited mob, [which] immediately fell upon him, and shot, beat, and 
stabbed him, until he was dead. A rope was then placed around his neck, 
and his body was dragged through the streets and fi nally, left lying in the 
road.” This violence, one resident declared, “demonstrate[d] the necessity 
for a removal of the negroes out of the country. To- day, at Pierceton there 
would be a unanimous vote for the measure.”45
Clearly, whites tended to target blacks in those discrete locals where they 
concentrated, even when these concentrations were very small indeed. “After 
the Civil War most of the [black] newcomers settled in cities and towns,” 
historian Emma Lou Thornbrough observed: “Older residents also left rural 
areas and headed for the cities.”46 In either case blacks privileged the personal 
safety and economic opportunity which larger urban centers offered. They 
headed in especially large numbers to Indianapolis, “the strongest magnet 
for black migrants.”47 Remarking on the 1865 violence, a reporter left no 
doubt that the state capital too pulsated with the predictable racial tension 
attendant to this demographic reality. “Already there are indications of a 
demonstration in this regard here [in Indianapolis],” he proclaimed, “and 
from Evansville the [n]ews comes of continued disturbances.”48
In an unknown number of sparsely populated rural districts, whites en-
forced their will with loosely organized vigilante groups dedicated to the 
intimidation and expulsion of the black population. “In Adams county, 
a few nights ago, a negro who had just settled there was driven from his 
house at night, and his house burned,” the Indianapolis Sentinel described in 
1873.49 In a dispatch six years later, the Indianapolis Journal reported likewise 
that “a few colored men have settled in Perry township, Monroe county.” 
Visiting the houses of black people at night, the regulators advised them 
that they were not “going to allow a d— — d nigger in this township.”50
Whites also policed all- black agricultural colonies, such as the Beech 
settlement established by black migrants to Rush County in the 1830s. In 1875 
a mob lynched William Keemer, a resident of the colony, in nearby Green-
fi eld. “The wagon was drawn from under the ravisher’s feet, and he was left 
to die of strangulation,” the Indianapolis Journal noted. “The rope was a new 
one, and, with the heavy weight attached, stretched until Keemer’s great feet 
touched the earth, but the ground was scooped out by a dozen willing hands 
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in less time than it takes to tell it.” After hanging Keemer, mob members 
affi xed to his corpse a note declaring that his lynching was the unanimous 
“verdict of 160 men from Hancock, Shelby and Rush [counties].”51
As the Keemer execution illustrates, participants and spectators from 
across a wide area could ensure that a single lynching spectacle would 
have an outsized impact on race relations and thus enforce white suprem-
acy not only in the municipality where it occurred but across a wider area. 
A white mob achieved a similar result with the lynching of a black pris-
oner by hanging in 1872. The Sullivan Democrat maintained that “the scene 
of the tragedy was visited on Sunday by hundreds of people from Orleans, 
Mitchell and the surrounding country. The hanging took place in Lawrence 
county, just outside of the boundaries of Orange.”52
After the Civil War, whites established so- called sundown towns and 
counties which enforced all- white populations by expelling, and some-
times killing, current black residents and by banning prospective new 
ones. In 1867, they ensured the all- white composition of Salem when Alex-
ander White, “the last one of his race to make his home in Salem, was mur-
dered,” a local historian later recalled. “Two young men, somewhat intoxi-
cated, Robert Cline and Harvey Zink, were seen trailing after him and were 
heard to threaten his life if he didn’t leave Salem.” Whites failed to punish 
the killers who “fl ed the country. Zink was fi nally arrested, tried and ac-
quitted. Cline made good his escape.”53
During the Exodus, the residents of sundown towns, like Aurora, felt 
obliged to reaffi rm their intolerance. When two black barbers arrived there 
in 1879, “the negro haters” encouraged their expeditious departure by ex-
plaining to them the ugly “history of Aurora on the negro question.” Thun-
dered the hometown newspaper, “aurora is no nigger town.”54 In 
1880, the residents engaged in more of “this ‘nigger business,’” menac-
ing some black laborers temporarily at work there. In so doing, they dis-
tinguished Aurora as among the best- known anti- black towns in the state. 
“Unreasonable persecutions of colored men continue in Indiana towns, 
especially at Aurora and Shelbyville,” noted an observer in the latter year. 
“All colored folks are driven from Aurora.”55
While sundown jurisdictions like Salem and Aurora were located in 
southern Indiana, many others were situated elsewhere in the state. “With-
in the last year or two a few negroes have found their way to Bluffton,” 
documented the Indianapolis Journal in 1880. They were not there for long 
because whites soon “determined to get rid of the obnoxious element by 
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regular ku- klux methods.”56 With acts of this sort, those in Bluffton and 
surrounding Wells County established a reputation that would long per-
sist. In 1900, the Louisville Courier- Journal reported on “an Indiana county— 
Wells— in which no negro lives.” When a Negro “strays along that way he 
is frightened by a recital of stories of what happened to those who were in 
the county in years gone by— just long enough to be told that they must 
move on.” Again in 1922, the Fort Wayne News Sentinel noted that little had 
changed and that Wells still had “no negro population.”57
Unlike the southernmost jurisdictions located adjacent to or en route 
from the sources of the migrations of freed people and the Exodusters into 
the state, those further north probably had a better opportunity to exclude 
black migrants simply because of their more remote location. Nonetheless, 
northern jurisdictions may also have acted out of an even greater intoler-
ance for any black presence. After all, if the whites in southern Indiana were 
more oppressive than those elsewhere in the state, why would the blacks 
have chosen to stay there rather than to migrate to more “welcoming” areas?
The census data confi rms that blacks lived in extremely small numbers 
throughout much of Indiana. In nineteen of the ninety- two counties, for 
example, they accounted for twenty- fi ve or fewer residents— an arbitrary 
but very low number— in 1860, 1870, and 1880, and in many of these juris-
dictions they did not approach that modest upper limit. No blacks resided 
in Brown County in either 1860 or 1880; in 1870, there was one. Despite 
their signifi cant increases in numbers after the Civil War and during the 
Exodus, blacks also declined steadily in absolute numbers in fi ve addition-
al counties throughout the period, falling below the threshold of twenty- 
fi ve in three of them by 1880. Between 1860 and 1880, the African American 
population had declined from 103 to twelve in Franklin County, from fi fty- 
two to twenty- two in Martin County, and from 187 to just three in Wash-
ington County. Each of these twenty- two counties was probably sundown, 
especially when anecdotal evidence from the late nineteenth century clearly 
indicated that some of them banned blacks. Furthermore, fully sixteen of 
the nineteen counties with fewer than twenty- fi ve blacks in all three cen-
suses were located in northern Indiana. Finally, many individual sundown 
towns surely existed in many counties— even in those which claimed more 
than twenty- fi ve black residents.58 However, most of these sundown towns 
were probably too small to be captured individually in the censuses.
Because of the hostility of whites in Indiana, blacks there tended to con-
centrate increasingly in a relatively small number of generally urban loca-
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tions. In 1860, only 12.2 percent of all black Indianans lived in the three 
cities which claimed more than two hundred and fi fty blacks. By 1870, 30.9 
percent of them lived in the seven cities which reached this population 
threshold; by 1880, 36.6 percent lived in the nine such cities.59 As a result, 
whites were able to target blacks and terrorize a large proportion of them 
with a relatively modest number of violent incidents. An observer may have 
been prescient when he speculated, following a notorious Depression- era 
Indiana double hanging, that the “only reason there are more lynchings in 
the South than in the balance of the country is because there are more ne-
groes in the South.”60
This brief study of racist violence in Indiana has important implica-
tions for the subsequent history of race relations in the state. In the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century whites would build Jim Crow on 
the foundation of the violence which scarred Indiana during the Civil War 
and Reconstruction periods. Despite the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fif-
teenth Amendments, whites ensured that blacks would continue to oc-
cupy the bottom rung of their social ladder. “Perhaps the major challenge 
facing black families was earning a living wage,” Madison noted. “Black 
men usually could fi nd employment only as unskilled laborers— janitors, 
waiters, hod carriers, teamsters.” Although Jim Crow was largely de facto 
rather than de jure, whites had it very much in place by the turn of the cen-
tury, as evidenced by the fact that “restaurants, hotels, theaters, and barber 
shops often refused service to blacks.”61
To implement and enforce Jim Crow, whites would again resort to vio-
lence. “Holly Epps . . . paid the penalty of death for his damnable deed this 
morning at the hands of an infuriated mob,” the Evansville Courier reported 
regarding an 1886 lynching in Vincennes. “A great many citizens . . . were 
on the scene as spectators, but there was no attempt to molest the mob ei-
ther by citizens or offi cials.”62 In 1887, a teacher and his pupils kept black 
children out of a school near Corydon. When the former declared that he 
would resign before he would teach black youngsters, the white children 
set “upon the colored children and beat them after the manner of the old 
slave times.”63 In 1890, a mob lynched Eli Ladd in Blountville. A West Vir-
ginia paper chuckled over what it saw as hypocrisy. “This infamous out-
rage occurred in the banner Republican county of Indiana,” according to 
the Wheeling Register. “Had it occurred down South the uproar raised by the 
bloody shirt howlers would be deafening.”64
At the turn of the century, whites lynched with abandon. “Gov. Mount 
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and his fellow state offi cers are greatly excited over conditions in south-
ern Indiana” and over “the race troubles which have existed so long in cer-
tain Ohio river counties,” indicated a 1900 wire report on the lynchings in 
Rockport and Boonville, which claimed three black lives over two days.65 
The Evansville Courier monitored the unrest closely. It recounted that the 
mob members in Rockport collected “bits of their victims” after hanging 
them. “Some ghoul cut off the fi rst fi nger of the left hand of Henderson to 
keep it as [a] relic. The digit was severed at the knuckle and so hastily was 
the work done that a great slice of fl esh was cut from the second fi nger, al-
most paring it to the bone.”66
In a 1901 lynching in Terre Haute, a “mob battered down the doors of 
the jail and dragged the miserable prisoner to the bridge,” the Courier de-
scribed. “Not content with hanging the crowd cut the corpse down, lay-
ing it on the sand bar under the bridge, kindled a fi re and cremated the 
remains.” In the same issue it discussed a similar incident unfolding in the 
capital. “The lynching and burning of the negro at Terre Haute today, com-
ing as it does, so soon after the brutal assault on Dorothy Danley, a white 
girl . . . has fanned public feeling to a fever.” The Courier predicted with bold 
headlines that whites “May Lynch Man in Indianapolis.” Learning of the 
Terre Haute affair, Governor Winfi eld T. Durbin appeared unconcerned. “I 
do not know what can be done,” he told a reporter. “It is my understand-
ing [that] the people favoring the lynching are decidedly in the majority.”67
In 1902, a mob seized and hanged a black prisoner in Sullivan. “Had it 
not been for cool heads in the mob the body of the dead negro would have 
been burned,” the Courier averred. “There was a clamor to have the body 
burned to ashes.”68 In 1903, a mob gathered for another lynching in Evans-
ville. Now more concerned about the repercussions of the continuing “race 
troubles,” Governor Durbin called out the state militia which fi red on the 
mob, killing twelve.69 A report revealed the nature of race relations along 
the southern lip of the state in these years. “Cities and towns along the 
Ohio river have begun a crusade against the negroes,” it noted. “The entire 
trouble dates back to the lynching of the negroes at Rockport and Boon-
eville [sic].” Simultaneously, vigilantes expelled blacks from Grand View, 
Enterprise, Tell City, and Newburgh.70
In these same years, whites would further expand the number of sun-
down towns. “Up in Scott county colored people are not welcome,” an 
observer noted in 1900. The Marion Chronicle expressed discomfort with 
sundown towns in 1903, despite underestimating the total. “The people 
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of Elwood, Tipton, Gas City, Bluffton, Decatur and fi fteen or twenty other 
small places in Indiana are violating the fourteenth and fi fteenth amend-
ments to the constitution every day in the year by proscribing races.”71 On 
two occasions in 1903 whites expelled black visitors from Linton, which 
“has not permitted negroes to live in the town since a coal company some 
years ago imported negro miners from Kentucky, who were afterward 
driven away.”72 More than two decades later, whites were still fi nding nov-
el ways of expressing their aversion to any black presence in their towns. 
“Stone pillars, fl anking the northern entrance to this town now warn the 
Negro he is barred from it,” noted a 1925 report on Hobart. “On eight sides 
of the posts is the inscription, ‘tnt— Travel, Negro, Travel.’”73
Not surprisingly, white Indianans would still subscribe to the comfort-
able fi ction that they did not perpetrate the kinds of crimes that they were 
happy to condemn when perpetrated by white southerners. In fact, the 
mob members who executed the three black men in Boonville and Rock-
port in 1900 adopted fi ctive “southern” identities during the commission 
of their murderous acts in an elaborate sort of intraracial and intersection-
al minstrel show. “The mob is said to have come from Spencer county [In-
diana], but all inquiries as to the place from which the men came received 
the same laconic reply, Kentucky. Kentucky is a convenient place to come 
from on such an occasion,” the Evansville Courier mused. After the killings, 
it joked, “the mob, the strangers, the ‘Kentuckians,’ dispersed as quietly 
as they had come.”74 These white men were, in other words, eager to foist 
their own racial sins upon white southern (in this case, border state) scape-
goats already popularly— and quite fairly— associated with antiblack rac-
ism and violence.
In some respects, Indiana historians have addressed antiblack racism in 
the same way, foisting responsibility for it upon the state’s white southern 
settlers and their progeny. In so doing, they have received an obvious assist 
from the incontrovertible fact that acts of racist violence were much more 
frequent in southern Indiana, an area “entirely dominated” by upland 
southerners.75 Even after they have acknowledged that antiblack sentiment 
was a statewide issue, they have frequently reinforced this conventional 
wisdom: “Some small towns and rural areas, particularly in southern Indi-
ana, developed reputations for special hostility and intimidation.”76
This study affi rms that white “southerners” in southern Indiana were 
deeply racist and that they frequently deployed racist violence. Neverthe-
less, it challenges the corollary assumption that the whites who originat-
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ed in New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio, and who settled in central and 
northern Indiana played a peripheral role in this history of racist brutal-
ity.77 It is true, for instance, that white voters in southern Indiana approved 
the 1851 exclusion measure by more than ninety percent; however, it is also 
true that whites across the entire state approved it by nearly eighty- four per-
cent, suggesting a very high level of anti- black sentiment everywhere.78 In 
addition, it is true that whites in southern Indiana tended to use violence 
to control relatively small black populations; yet, it is also true that whites 
in central and particularly in northern areas tended to exclude blacks alto-
gether, using violence as a means to expel periodic black migrants into the 
area or to establish a reputation that would deter others from coming. In 
this sense, it is probably more accurate to say that white “southerners” and 
“northerners” in Indiana responded to black populations differently rather 
than to suggest that one group was more or less receptive to blacks.
As they had always done, blacks would vigorously defend themselves 
with arms. They did so in the coal mines around Evansville in 1899 when— 
as in Knightsville and Coal Creek in the 1870s— striking white miners 
and their families menaced black strikebreakers. “The Non- Union Ne-
groes Arm Themselves with Winchester Rifl es and Prepare for a Battle 
on Coal Mine Hill,” screamed the Courier, which minimized reports of 
rock- throwing intimidation by the strikers and focused on what it viewed 
as the illegitimate acts of black brutes. “The scene was one that one can 
never forget,” the paper declared. “One word, one careless act, one unwise 
move would have caused dozens of lives. Not only would the miners who 
are fi ghting for what they call right, would have fallen victims. Women 
and little defens[eless] children would have been slaughtered.”79 Without 
doubt, black Indianans took up arms against their oppressors throughout 
the nineteenth century, a corrective to those who insist that blacks did not 
adopt these tactics until well into the twentieth.
This study also has important implications for the history of the Mid-
west more generally. It shows that white Indianans met the infl ux of blacks 
during the war with a surge of violence in a frenzied effort to control that 
fast growing population. This fi nding is consistent with the fi nding of a 
similar surge in Kansas, where whites lynched thirty- two blacks in nine-
teen incidents between 1864 and 1870, and a possible surge in Illinois, 
where they lynched three blacks between 1865 and 1870 in the southern 
part of the state alone.80
Taken together, these studies begin to illuminate an apparent but here-
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tofore unrecognized reality: the Midwest experienced a dramatic outbreak 
of racist violence at the moment that many scholars associate with the 
triumph of racial “radicalism.” Contemporaries did recognize this real-
ity. Following the 1862 New Albany race riot, the Baltimore Sun placed the 
event into a larger midwestern context. “The ill- feeling between the whites 
and blacks which has lately been exhibited in Toledo, Columbus and Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, and Chicago, Illinois, has also begun to ripen in Indiana.”81 
Another affi rmed the point in an 1865 editorial on, among other topics, the 
recent Evansville lynching. “The ‘inevitable nig’ is creating trouble wher-
ever he is found,” mused the New Hampshire Patriot and State Gazette. “The 
negroes are becoming intolerably insolent, and the result is constant ri-
ots.” These “troubles,” the paper predicted, “are but indications, we fear, 
of what is to come” from Emancipation, the “fi rst fruits of the experiment 
of negro ‘freedom.’”82
This investigation also fi nds that white Indianans met the Exodus of 
1879– 1880 with a second surge of violence in an effort to subordinate the 
black newcomers and curb the migration. Here again, it affi rms similar 
fi ndings for Kansas, the other major Exoduster destination. Both studies 
show that black southerners, fl eeing the South to escape racism and vio-
lence, confronted more of the same in the vaunted North, causing the mi-
grations to both states to falter.83
Nonetheless, this study does identify a crucial distinction between the 
white responses to the Exodus in Indiana and Kansas respectively. Many 
Indianans were Democrats who feared an infl ux of black Republicans and 
mobilized to beat back both a racial and a political challenge. Conversely, 
many white Kansans were Republicans like the black newcomers themselves. 
Although they feared blacks on a racial level, they could take solace “in the 
knowledge that they shared the same Republican political allegiance as their 
black adversaries, profi ting from the votes of blacks while denying them 
meaningful participation in the party.”84 Many white Indianans saw no such 
“silver lining.” In 1879– 1880, therefore, they employed a level of politically 
inspired racist violence more similar in character to that employed in the 
highly Democratic former slave states, where whites had recently crushed 
black and Republican power, than to that employed in Kansas.
Together, this study and several earlier ones have begun to illustrate 
that, in addition to employing relentless racist violence to impose and en-
force white supremacy, white Midwesterners have attempted to conceal 
or obfuscate their antiblack proclivities— and to preserve the image of the 
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Midwest as a bucolic land of race neutral meritocracy— by scapegoating 
white southerners. White Indianans, for example, were eager to condemn 
antiblack violence in the American South but were more than willing to ex-
cuse or camoufl age similar violence within their state by attributing it to 
the origins of the “southerners” among them or to invaders from the bor-
der states. White Kansans did likewise. “[They] characteristically blamed 
racist violence on or near the Kansas— Missouri border on Missourians 
bent on instigating trouble or on settlers from Missouri with unrepresenta-
tive ‘southern’ attitudes.”85
When placed into conversation with the expanding scholarship on rac-
ist violence in the Midwest, this study challenges the notion that “Indiana 
was strikingly different from other states in the Old Northwest because of 
its considerable population of southern natives and former residents of the 
South.”86 In fact, between 1845 and 1930, Indiana witnessed the lynching 
of twenty- fi ve blacks in sixteen incidents, numbers roughly comparable 
to the lynching of twenty- two blacks in twenty- one incidents in the more 
“northern” sister state of Illinois and far fewer than the lynching of fi fty- 
two blacks in thirty- seven incidents between 1861 and 1920 in the much 
more “northern” state of Kansas where blacks constituted a larger percent-
age of the total population and concentrated in far greater numbers in the 
principal cities.87 As in the other midwestern states, in other words, anti-
black lynching in Indiana apparently correlated much more closely to the 
perceived threat among whites over the local concentration of blacks than 
it did to the sectional origins of the lynchers.
This study joins those of historians such as George C. Wright and Wil-
liam D. Carrigan in challenging the conventional wisdom about the tem-
poral arc of racist lynchings. First, while historians have traditionally 
identifi ed the “beginning” of the antiblack “lynching era” in 1880, these 
authors demonstrate that this “era” began well before that widely accepted 
date. In Indiana mobs lynched at least fi fteen black men in eight incidents 
between 1865 and 1880. Between 1881 and 1902, they lynched seven victims 
in six incidents. On balance, then, mobs were lynching fewer men at a per-
ceptibly lower rate after 1880, a fi nding inconsistent with the assertion that 
“Hoosier lynchings increased in frequency in the late 1880s and 1890s.”88
In fact, several recent studies have suggested that antiblack lynchings in 
the Midwest actually predated the Civil War. This one fi nds that white In-
dianans lynched a black man in Indianapolis as early as 1845; others have 
identifi ed three racist lynchings in Illinois, one in Ohio, and one in Iowa, 
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in the 1840s and 1850s. Viewed together, these studies suggest that more 
such lynchings may be unearthed there.89 In fact, just three weeks after the 
lynching in the Indiana state capital, one may have occurred in the Ohio 
state capital when a mob attacked a man, beating, stoning, and whipping 
him. “There was a rumor that the negro had died from the effects of the 
above injuries,” the Ohio Statesman declared. “This report, however, we do 
not credit at present, although possibly it may prove true.” If it was true, 
this was a lynching, and it was followed by a race riot. “In the evening the 
same men marched through the streets unmolested by the police, beating 
peaceable blacks and stoning their houses,” the Liberator explained.90
Historians have customarily dated the “beginning” of the “black rap-
ist mythology” in the 1880s. Because it identifi es fi ve lynchings of ten vic-
tims based on accusations of rape in Indiana in the 1860s and 1870s, this 
study corroborates more recent scholarship showing that whites began to 
advance rape as an explanation for mob violence in the immediate after-
math of the war.91 In fact, it fi nds that, in the Midwest at least, whites em-
ployed this explanation prior to the war. “A negro by the name of Tucker of 
Indianapolis, was . . . killed by a mob,” noted the Logansport Telegraph after 
that 1845 incident. “Causes of the mob not given— perhaps from the fact 
that a negro man had a few days before assaulted a lady.”92 In 1860, the New 
Albany Daily Ledger reported that “a negro named John Brown is on trial at 
Indianapolis on a charge of committing a felonious assault on a little white 
girl,” and that, “So great was the excitement against him that it was feared 
the prisoner would be taken from the offi cers and hanged.”93
This study affi rms the contention of sociologist James W. Loewen that the 
Midwest— and Indiana in particular— was heavily sundown and that many 
towns probably enforced exclusion, either episodically or continuously.94 
Nevertheless, it challenges Loewen’s formulation that these sundown towns 
largely emerged in the 1890s and demonstrates that whites in towns like Sa-
lem, Aurora, and Bluffton initiated their practices in the 1860s, 1870s, and 
early 1880s. In fact, whites in some towns established sundown practices 
earlier than that. A man in Leavenworth claimed that his county was sundown 
as early as the 1840s. “There is not a nigger in Crawford county from one 
end to the other,” he declared in 1888, “and there never has been, at least in 
my recollection, and I have lived here forty years.”95
Finally, historians have often treated racist violence in the Midwest as 
something of an aberration. However, in revealing the common nature of 
racist violence in Indiana, this investigation joins several recent studies 
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which have begun to establish the centrality of such violence in midwest-
ern history.96 Pfeifer and I have identifi ed a total of ninety white- on- black 
lynchings resulting in the deaths of 115 blacks between 1846 and 1943 in 
just Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, and Ohio, far more than the number attrib-
uted to the entire Middle West by historian W. Fitzhugh Brundage in 1997 
when he wrote that in the “Midwest . . . 79 black victims died at the hands 
of mobs.”97 Others have identifi ed antiblack lynchings in Iowa, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, and Wisconsin, and will surely un-
cover more. Eventually, they will establish a much more accurate inventory 
of these incidents of racist violence so that a more comprehensive assess-
ment of its role in the history of the Midwest can be established.98
If scholars have failed to see systemic racist violence in the Midwest, 
contemporary white southerners clearly recognized it. “What’s the mat-
ter out there?” teased Alabama’s Mobile Register after midwestern lynchings 
that came in rapid succession in 1877. “Here is another negro lynched in 
Ohio— and then, again, another in Illinois! Won’t those rebellious western 
men quit persecuting colored citizens?” Georgia’s Augusta Chronicle took a 
similar view after the Mount Vernon lynching: “It will not do for the North 
any longer to hold up its hands in horror over the disposition of the South 
to indulge in lynch law.”99 When Indiana vigilantes attacked some blacks 
in 1880, an Ohio newspaper ceded this point by recognizing that white 
nidwesterners paid little heed to antiblack movements within their own 
section but routinely condemned those in the South. While Midwestern-
ers would fail to see the Indiana violence as racial terrorism, the Cincinnati 
Daily Gazette recognized that they would almost certainly see the southern 
variety through that lens: “South of the Ohio it would be known as the Ku 
Klux plan.”100
In August 1930, a mob lynched Thomas Shipp and Abram Smith in 
Marion, an incident captured on fi lm by local photographer Lawrence Be-
itler, whose image quickly achieved lasting notoriety. “If you have seen only 
one picture of an American lynching,” scholar Ashraf Rushdy recently ob-
served, “it is likely that it was the one that shows a man in the [Marion] 
mob pointing at the two bodies hanging from a maple tree in the court-
house square. It is diffi cult to think of a lynching photograph that has had 
a more infl uential life than that picture.” In emphasizing the impact of the 
Beitler photograph, Rushdy asserted that it has “become not only what the 
abc news program Compass called the ‘most famous photograph of Amer-
ica’s era of lynching’ but in fact, as historian James Madison says, ‘the ge-
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neric lynching photograph.’” He also added that a portion of the photo-
graph was used for the cover illustration for the book, At the Hands of Persons 
Unknown, by Philip Dray, his 2002 popular history of antiblack lynching.101
Given that the Marion hanging has become the generic American lynch-
ing photograph, it should come as little surprise that it has also become 
the generic Indiana lynching story. Indeed, it was the subject of a gripping 
narrative of the terrible 1930 ordeal endured by the sole black survivor of 
the lynching, James Cameron, published in 1982 and entitled A Time of Ter-
ror. More recently, it provided the storyline for two more books, A Lynching 
in the Heartland (2001) and Our Town (2006) by Madison and the journalist 
Cynthia Carr, respectively.102
While the Marion lynching is an incident of tremendous signifi cance 
to the history of race relations in Indiana and America, the usual focus on 
it obscures much. Because this focus portrays the Marion lynching as an 
aberration rather than as a dramatic, and perhaps fi nal, episode in a long 
chain of lynchings, it does disguise the fact that racist violence was com-
mon in the history of the Hoosier State and played a central role in the en-
forcement of white supremacy.103 As a result, it effectively places the blame 
for racist violence and for the social order which it sustained upon a com-
paratively small group of white people in one town on one night, rather 
than upon all those who participated in the practice across the entire state 
over several generations.104
The focus on Marion also implies that this infamous incident was un-
usually brutal and for this reason merits the oversized attention that it has 
received. In fact, as brutal as it was, the Marion lynching was quite conven-
tional and was certainly no more brutal than the fi ery torture and hanging 
of the three blacks near Charlestown, the hanging of the four men and the 
quartering of the fi fth in Mount Vernon, the hanging and burning in Terre 
Haute, or the double hanging in Rockport. Quite simply, the Marion lynch-
ing was an ordinary lynching made extraordinary by its immortalization in 
the photograph and its subsequent mass circulation. While some may fi nd 
comfort in the suggestion that the Beitler photograph captured something 
unusually savage, the fact is that the image captured for all intents and pur-
poses the savagery of lynching as it manifested itself in every town in Indi-
ana and in America where such events occurred.
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